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Hello, my name is Sarah and I am a TC5 ROA student at ESITC Paris. I am currently
working on the Melbourne metro project in Australia with Bouygues Construction
Australia in a VIE. I have joined the teams responsible for the construction of the State
Library station, located in the heart of the city.
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How did I find my VIE?

MY CONSTRUCTION
SITE State Library Station

The major construction groups are used to this type of contract and
regularly post offers directly on their websites or on the Business France
website. The HR managers present at forums or meetings with
companies organized by ESITC are also very knowledgeable on the
subject and generally have a list of destinations/projects that can receive
VIEs.
For my part, I preferred to choose a project rather than a destination. As I
had never done an internship with Bouygues, I first contacted Bouygues
Construction France, which referred me to several ongoing projects
scattered around the world. I was then able to make my choice and, after
an interview with the project manager, prepare my departure.

What project am I working on?
The Melbourne metro is a large scale project with 5 stations, 2 of which
are in the heart of the business district located in the city's hypercenter.
I am working on the State Library station, which includes the construction
of 3 twin tunnels 9 km long, 6.3 m high and buried at 30 m deep. This
station is one of the most complex of the project, since it includes the
construction of a vault with a height of about ten meters under ceiling.

What are my missions?
I joined the Melbourne metro project as a Junior Site Engineer. There is no
real equivalent in France, since my missions involve both the
management of the works, the price study and the methods.
Indeed, the project is carried out in design/realization, which means that
we design the constructive techniques (methodology, plans, kinematics,
planning, price, ...) then apply them on site.
My main missions are therefore :
- Management of the teams and daily follow-up of the progress of the
works
- Realization of the schedules and the forecasts of progress
- Management of the logistic supply of materials
- Preparation of the constructive methodologies of the works to come
(contact of suppliers, realization of planning, estimate of the costs,
works, research of the most optimal possible solutions, ...)
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LIFE IN AUSTRALIA
How did I settle in?
Melbourne is a very welcoming city in which I immediately felt at
home: my arrival and my installation went very well. My host
company took care of booking my trip and a hotel for my first
month in Melbourne. This way, I had time to find an apartment in
a neighborhood that I liked and close to the construction site.
I was able to make friends very quickly, thanks to social
networks. Melbourne is an intercultural city, so I met wonderful
people from all over the world with whom we used to go
exploring the city and its surroundings every weekend.

How did my professional integration go?
My integration into the project's engineering team was quick
and efficient. I was able to meet the team as soon as I arrived on
site, who were very welcoming and caring from the start. Since
the work is carried out 24 hours a day, the team is very rarely at
full strength since we work in shifts, which does not prevent us
from moving forward together in an atmosphere of general
good understanding.
My bosses are always available to answer my questions and
give me more and more responsibility on the project, whether it
concerns my teams or other trades. They also include me in
their missions by taking the time to explain what they do and by
making
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bring me a lot, both professionally and personally.
Melbourne is a very welcoming city where there is a general atmosphere of good living.
Going on a VIE in Australia is a great opportunity for me to fully develop both
professionally, by integrating a project with strong constraints, and personally, by
discovering a country with a thousand facets. Indeed, participating to the functioning
of an Anglo-Saxon project allows me to practice English but also to have access to
new facets of the job.

"Keep exploring. Keep dreaming. Keep asking why. Don't settle for what you already
know. Never stop believing in the power of your ideas, your imagination, your hard work to
change the world."
- Barack Obama
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In conclusion, I am fortunate to have joined an exceptional project and team that will
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